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Introduction

Bet you’ve never thought about owning a piece of the Melbourne
Cricket Ground! As a BE subscriber you now have the opportunity
at a special price. Young entrepreneur Pete Williams turned a dream
into a reality when he watched the MCG Members’ Stand being pulled
down and figured that people would want to buy a piece. He managed
to get hold of the old timber and the carpet – with insignia – had it
packaged into frames and went to the market place. Sale price is
$595.00 each but BE subscribers can buy them for $395.00. Details
in this Extras booklet. Pete Williams has published a comprehensive
book on how to turn million dollar ideas into reality. I talk to this very
energetic chap on this month’s CD.
We have many excellent tips on a range of topics, as usual, on this
month’s CD with the highlights identified in this Extras booklet on the
“Essentials” pages.

You’ll need to take note and act fast if you have a family trust and need to make changes in regard to
beneficiaries. Michael Jones of Cummings Flavel McCormack explains the importance.
If you’re considering expansion, maybe internationally, you’ll find valuable advice from DC Strategy’s
Managing Director Adrian McFedries. More and more are doing it, very successfully, but you need to
know about potential problems.
You’ll hear thoughts by Ms Megabyte about working outside the office.
And – be aware of a great offer, for this month only, from sharemarket analysts Lincoln. As a BE
subscriber you’ll receive a $200 discount from the valuable Stockdoctor subscription.
I hope you enjoy this month’s edition and gain from it.
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THIS MONTH’S

ESSENTIALS
Track 2

TURNING YOUR DREAM INTO REALITY
Pete Williams, On Hold Advertising
•
•
•
•
•
•

You should continually research new ideas as you run your operation
Spend at least a month looking at your competition, your market and prospective customers
I “sold” the Melbourne Cricket Ground (Members’ Stand) when it was demolished to make
way for reconstruction before the Commonwealth Games
The biggest marketing tool was a press release – “21 Year Old Sells MCG for $500”.
The media loved it
My latest venture is on hold marketing
Create your business goals around your life goals. Do it the way you want to do it.

Track 3

ECONOMIC UPDATE

Professor Neville Norman, Melbourne University
The May 2007 Federal Budget poses a huge dilemma for the Howard Government
• Too tight – it loses the (needed) political pluses of generosity
• Too generous – it gets accused of fostering inflation and even higher interest rates
• Federal tax will be close to $200b in 07/08, personal tax will approach $130b
• Despite economic growth retarded from 3.5 to 2.5%, a large $12b budget surplus is
available to be pared back by “tax cuts” and other “giveaways”
• Shaving the top marginal personal tax rate to 40% is attractive but risky
• Spending the entire surplus would be canned by financial markets
• Upshot: interest rates are held up by this dilemma, and also by the desire to quell
any growth nearing 3%
• Watch the budget for latest economic updates and business pointers.
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Quiz Question: Despite tax cuts in 2004, 2005 and 2006, has the Federal tax revenue to GDP
ratio ever been bigger? Yes in 1986, when it reached 27% - currently about 24%.
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THIS MONTH’S

ESSENTIALS
Track 4

MAKING SELLING EASIER
Gary Schuller
•
•
•
•
•

“What do I have to do to win your business”? Ask that question and you’ll double your
sales and income
Most people set themselves up for failure with “closed” questions like “can I have the job?”
Ask another question which promotes positive feedback
Give people a “wow” experience. Often it costs nothing but a bit more time
Selling is not about “feet in the door”. It’s all about “how we can serve you”

Track 5

RECRUITMENT ADVERTISING THAT WORKS
Paul Hassing, the Feisty Empire
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The biggest error is failing to list the benefits of the job
Avoid bloated, impersonal language – it’ll save you a truckload of money
Use the language of the candidates you hope to attract
Don’t dwell on the headline – write the body of the ad first and the headline will follow
more easily
A good ad is full of subtle filters
There are formatting rules to make the ad easier to read
If you have the money, choose a relevant image to make your ad stand out.

Track 6

INTERNATIONAL GROWTH: YES OR NO
Adrian McFedries, DC Strategy

ESSENTIALS

•
•
•
•

Ask yourself how well positioned are you? Do you have the cash flow and profitability?
Can you remove a senior executive from the day-to-day business to concentrate on
the overseas venture?
Most companies going overseas spend $250,000-$500,000 for one location
Don’t confine your vision to expanding to one country. Think about 1-5.
Boost Juice, Bakers Delight, Flight Centre are examples of Australian companies which
have succeeded internationally.
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THIS MONTH’S

ESSENTIALS
Track 7

AVOIDING DISASTERS WHEN BUYING A BUSINESS
Paul Brennan, Brennans Solicitors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take a good hard look at the seller before you buy
Seek a due diligence clause in the contract
Consider a handover condition. Seek warranties from the seller
Very important – look at restrictions on the seller’s right to trade
Make sure your finance is secure before signing
What plant and equipment are included in the purchase?
Seek the help of a lawyer – it’s well worth the money

Track 8

TAX OFFICE AMNESTY ON TRUSTS
Michael Jones, Cummings Flavel McCormack

If you use a trust, you need to be aware of the Tax Office amnesty for family trust elections
Family trust elections for 2004 and earlier income years may be lodged up until
31 May 2007 – provided that the trust has acted as if it was an elected family trust
• Family trust elections are relevant for trust losses, company losses and franking
credit rules:
• Trust loss provisions (since 1995) – a discretionary trust that is not a family trust must
		 satisfy 4 tests as opposed to one test
• Company loss rules. If a discretionary trust owns more that 50% of the company, the
		 company cannot satisfy the continuity of beneficial ownership test
• Franking credit rules. If a discretionary trust owns shares that were acquired after 31
		 December 1997, the trust cannot distribute franking credits from the shares unless it
		 has made a family trust election
• What is the family group?
• Dangers of making a family trust election.
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THIS MONTH’S

ESSENTIALS
Track 9

SHAREMARKET UPDATE
Tim Lincoln, Lincoln Stock Doctor
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t worry about the zigzag factor in the share market – the long term opportunities
are still there
The 6,500 – 7,000 points prediction is still there but with a few caveats
Now that the latest reporting season is over, it’s time to focus on valuations, share price
trends and news and announcements
Stock highlight from the reporting season: Tox Free Solutions
Ongoing Star Stock highlights: BHP, Rio, Leighton Holdings, Computershare,
St George Bank and CSL.

Track 11

BOOSTING SELF MOTIVATION
Paddy Spruce
•
•

ESSENTIALS

•
•

Even when things are going well, many people fall in a hole in their middle years.
41 seems to be a particular age!
Beware following other people’s goals – they may not be the goals you’d have chosen
for yourself looking back
Keep your 4 energy tanks full: physical, mental, emotional and spiritual
Retirement is not necessarily a fulfilling solution – unless you have a serious amount
of money!
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FOR MORE

i NFORMATION
about the topics discussed on this May 2007
program, please contact the relevant
organisations as listed below.

TURNING YOUR DREAM INTO A REALITY
Pete Williams, On Hold Advertising
T: 1800 837 844
E: info@onholdadvertising.com.au
W: www.onholdadvertising.com.au
See Page 9 of this month’s Extras booklet
for the special MCG Frames offer to BE
subscribers
ECONOMIC UPDATE
Prof Neville Norman, Melbourne University
E: n.norman@unimelb.edu.au
MAKING SELLING EASIER
Gary Schuller
T: 1300 551 594
M: 0408 331 548
E: gary@breyk-throo.com.au
W: www.breyk-throo.com.au
RECRUITMENT ADVERTISING THAT WORKS
Paul Hassing, The Feisty Empire
T: 03 9417 3663
M: 0409 FEISTY (334 789)
E: communicate@thefeistyempire.com
W: www.thefeistyempire.com

TAX OFFICE AMNESTY ON TRUSTS
– ACT FAST!
Michael Jones, Cummings Flavel McCormack
T: 03 9252 0800
E: enquiries@cfmc.com.au
W: www.cfmc.com.au
SHAREMARKET UPDATE
Tim Lincoln, Lincoln Stock Doctor
Website: www.lincolnindicators.com.au
Please contact Lincoln direct for details
about its Stock Doctor fundamental analysis
software or Managed Fund services, or to
take up the special $200 discount per
subscription to Stock Doctor, available
until 31 May 2007.
T: 1300 676 332 or 03 9854 9444.
GADGETS & GISMOS FOR YOUR
MOBILE WORKFORCE
Ms Megabyte
W: www.getmega.com
BOOSTING SELF-MOTIVATION
Paddy Spruce, Speaker and Corporate Trainer.
T: 03 9808 8990
E: paddy@paddyspruce.com.au
W: www.paddyspruce.com.au
07
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INTERNATIONAL GROWTH: YES OR NO
Adrian McFedries, DC Strategy
T: 03 8102 9200 (Head office)
W: www.dcstrategy.com
E: growth@dcstrategy.com

AVOIDING DISASTERS WHEN
BUYING A BUSINESS
Paul Brennan, Brennans Solicitors
T: 07 5444 2166
E. paul.brennan@brennanlaw.com.au
W: www.brennanlaw.com.au
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As a fellow Business
Essentials listener, I
share your enthusiasm
to learn from the
expertise of others to
achieve your business
and lifestyle goals.
For over 20 years, Lincoln has specialised
in developing intelligent share market
solutions to help investors achieve their
investment goals.

Are you
maximising your
portfolio returns?

The Lincoln Australian Share Fund is an
ideal investment option for busy
professionals to access Lincoln’s unique
nancial health approach, which
professionally hand picks quality,
undervalued stocks for inclusion in our
Australian Share Fund.
It’s no coincidence that our Managed
Fund’s FY06 performance was ranked No.1
in its class by investment research rm
Morningstar*.
Apply for an information pack today by
calling 1300 676 332.
www. lincolnindicators.com.au
Yours sincerely,

Tim Lincoln
Managing Director
Lincoln

Investments can go up and down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. *For more information about this perfromance
ranking and for actual performance returns see our website. A Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the Lincoln Australian Share Fund is available
on our website or by calling us. You should consider the PDS in deciding whether to acquire or continue to hold the product. Lincoln Australian Share
Fund ARSN 111 734 279 (APIR ETL0043AU) Investment Manager: Lincoln Indicators Pty Ltd ACN 006 715 573 AFSL 237 740 Responsible Entity: Equity
Trustees Ltd ABN 46 004 031 298 AFSL 240 975.
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WHO ELSE
WANTS TO
A PIECE OF THE

OWN
MELBOURNE
CRICKET
GROUND?

You now have a once in a lifetime opportunity to actually OWN your
own piece of the MCG! Your own piece, of never to be replicated,
sporting history. Can you think of any ground in the world that evokes
such history and amazing memories for Australians.
This unique MCG Carpet Frame isn’t another piece of sporting
memorabilia that’s been manufactured simply to be collectable.
Why…because it wasn’t manufactured at all! It’s a genuine piece of
the actual carpet that graced the Members Dining Room in the Ponsford
Stand before its demolition in 2003.
This carpet has now been incorporated into a visually striking, strictly
limited edition series of sporting memorabilia. Your own slice of history
has been magnificently framed and comes with an engraved plaque, a
photo of the MCG and a guaranteed Certificate of Authenticity.
Now you have an incredible opportunity to own a piece of this authentic
Australian sporting history that you can take home with you...
Typically, this pieces of history costs $595 (ex GST). However we have
twisted Pete’s arm so your investment is only $395 (ex GST) – that’s a
$200 saving!!
Pick up the phone now and call 03 9827 9290
to secure your very own piece of the G
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AIM Membership.
Your master-key to success.
For details visit aim.com.au
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What’s on at AIM
AIM Victoria & Tasmania

See Jane Lead A half-day seminar with Dr. Lois Frankel
In Nice Girls Don’t Get the Corner Office,
Dr. Frankel’s no-frills advice helped women
claim their corner office but, now they need
to lead. In her latest book, See Jane Lead,
Dr. Frankel helps women to recognise the
leadership qualities they already possess.
In this half-day seminar Dr. Frankel will argue
that women can naturally lead with ease and
confidence, all they have to do is overcome
the childhood behaviours that keep women
from achieving their full adult potential.

AIM Canberra

Women in Management Great Debate 2007
The AIM Women in Management (WIM) Great
Debate, one of Canberra’s iconic events, is
on once again. This year promises a lively
debate, arguing the topic, “Female hormones
promote peak performance.” Chaired by Dr.
Peter Shergold FAIM, Secretary of the
Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet, the debating line-up will include
Dr Vivienne Thom, Deputy Commonwealth
Ombudsman, and Dr Wendy Craik, CEO of
the Murray-Darling Basin Commission.

Date:

Friday 20th July

Date:

Friday 6th July

Time:

8.30am – 12.30pm

Time:

12pm - 2pm

Venue:

AIM Management House,
181 Fitzroy Street,
St.Kilda VIC

Venue:

Australian Institute of Sport
Canberra

Bookings:

Bookings:

Phone (03) 9534 8181 or
visit aimvic.com.au/events

Phone 1300 651 811 or
email event@aimnsw.com.au

Ignorance, Anarchy and Stupidity in Business

AIM New South Wales
Business Management Certificate (Mini MBA)

This AIM Professional Development
Sundowner takes a thought provoking look at
where innovation and new ideas come from
and what organisations need to do to spark
creativity. Ray Glickman, CEO of Amana Living,
which is one of WA’s largest and most
respected aged care agencies, will discuss
how this organisation is changing its culture
and developing its systems to drive innovation

The “mini MBA” program provides the tools,
techniques and indicators for managers to
recognise, anticipate and manage the factors
that influence business outcomes. In a
fraction of the time required for a full-length
MBA, this acclaimed course provides
participants with a dynamic learning
experience focusing on the major business
disciplines.

Date:

Thursday 31st May

Date:

2nd August, 8th October

Time:

5.30pm to 7.30pm

Venue:

Venue:

AIM WA, 76 Birkdale Street,
Floreat WA

Course Fees:

Bookings:

Phone (08) 9534 8181 or
visit aimvic.com.au/events

215 Pacific Hwy,
North Sydney NSW
AIM Member $3,825
Non Member $4,250
Phone 1300 651 811 or
visit aimnsw.com.au

AIM Western Australia

Bookings:

		

For further information on any of these services that AIM offer please visit aim.com.au
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Are You A Subsciber Yet?

SUBSCRIBE NOW
And Get

ONE MONTH FREE
ORDER FORM

3 Yes! I would like to subscribe to Business Essentials

Monthly Audio Program on
CD for $341 and receive 13 months for the price of 12! (price includes GST & p/h)
®

Your Details
Dr / Mr / Mrs / Ms Full Name:
Company:
Position:			
Address:
Suburb:			
Phone: (__)			
Email:

Industry:
State:
Fax: (__)

P/ Code:

Payment Options
q Cheque: Please find enclosed my cheque made payable to
Business Essentials Pty Ltd ABN 98 006 144 449 for $
q Credit Card: (please circle)

VISA

MASTERCARD

AMEX

Name on Card:
Card Number:			

Exp:

/

BUSINESS ESSENTIALS

Signature:
Returning This Form
FreeFax: 1800 656 351
Mail: Business Essentials
			
405 Riversdale Road
FreeCall: 1800 039 098		
HAWTHORN EAST VIC 3123		
Privacy: Personal information collected by Business Essentials Pty Ltd is for the purpose of delivering
products/services you request and is protected by the Privacy Act 1988. Personal information may be
disclosed to third parties to whom we outsource certain functions but confidentiality agreements apply. You
may access and change your personal details by contacting Business Essentials P/L on (03) 9882 8333.
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Help Spread
the

BE word

You Could Share in $10,000
worth of prizes from
Honda Power Equipment
Often our subscribers ask us if we can provide free samples of our CDs for
them to pass on to others – so, as we have done in the past, we’re making
this possible.
Because there is an obvious benefit to us in having you spread the BE
message we will say thank you by entering you in a draw to win a piece of
Honda Power Equipment.
• The first prize in May 2007 is a blower valued at $529.
• The second prize is a brushcutter valued at $399.
• Entries close and prizes drawn on the 15th May 2007.
(Prizes are interchangeable for Honda Power Equipment to the same or lesser value but not redeemable for cash.)

If you provide us with the names and contact details of your colleagues,
friends or loyal customers who could benefit from BE, and inform them that
you have done so, we’ll send them a complimentary BE CD on your behalf as
a gift.
Simply provide us with their details at www.be.com.au/honda and we’ll
look after the rest. You’ll also find more detailed information about this
promotion at this website.
If you have any questions or would like to discuss this offer please don’t
hesitate to Freecall Business Essentials on 1800 039 098.
We’re sure your colleagues and customers will find as much benefit in BE as
you do - and good luck if you enter the draw!
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Case Study
Many owners and executives underestimate the value
of the distribution strategy. Distribution strategy is
about detail – and whilst the basic form stays relatively
constant, underneath there are a multitude of issues
that can make all the difference.

The Business
Flight Centre Limited (FCL) is one of the world’s most successful travel businesses with
over 1500 stores in 9 countries – and growing at a rate of over 20% a year. In the past
25 years the group has expanded globally under a number of brands, foremost being
Flight Centre and FCM Travel Solutions. The retail business model has been one of the
key assets in the successful growth and expansion of the group.

The Challenge
The core challenge for FCL was the need to enhance the ‘HR Strategy’ to continue
to attract and retain the best retail operators in the industry. The highly developed
incentive model is very successful at developing a sense of ownership in the store.
The growth of the second retail brand, Escape Travel, required evolution.

The Solution
FCL engaged DC Strategy to evolve the distribution strategy to include a ‘full business
format franchise’ model, a first within an extremely competitive industry. The growth of
Escape Travel enables an owner operator to leverage the horsepower and infrastructure
of the group, build an asset for the future, whilst delivering great service.

The Outcome
The evolution of the distribution strategy to include an owner operator model is
complementary to the existing retail business models. It enables FCL to continue to
attract and retain operators that would otherwise not operate as an employee. The
increased sense of ownership offers some exciting opportunities for future growth.

If you are contemplating an opportunity or problem, why not call us.

building better and more valuable businesses...
070406 BE Booklet.indd 17
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For more hints and tips and to join my
free newsletter, visit www.getmega.com.
If you liked this tip, you will also be
interested in my extensive online lesson
library at www.conqueryourcomputer.com.au.

If this month’s topic
piques your interest, look no further
than these handy websites where
you’ll find all the answers:
• Have you visited the Small Business Center website? It’s got tons of valuable tools
like free training, etc.
http://www.microsoft.com/australia/smallbusiness/default.mspx
and especially the Mobility section:
http://www.microsoft.com/australia/smallbusiness/sbmobility/default.mspx
• Small business product locator:
http://www.microsoft.com/australia/smallbusiness/sbsa/roadmap.mspx
• ComputerWorld’s Mobility and Wireless news and editorial:
http://www.computerworld.com.au/index.php/secid;18
• Fixed/Mobile Convergence: What’s in it for Users
http://www.computerworld.com.au/index.php/id;609924903;fp;4;fpid;18
• Brisbane accounting firm improves productivity by 90%
http://www.microsoft.com/australia/smallbusiness/sbs/how-has-a-server-helped.mspx

MS MEGABYTE

• Tablet PC information
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/tabletpc/default.mspx
• Microsoft ‘save as PDF’ Add-In for Office 2007:
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=4D951911-3E7E-4AE6
B059-A2E79ED87041&displaylang=en
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Cubicle Survivor ™
A trivia night with a twist
with Yvonne Adele and special guest Ms Megabyte

A conference team-building activity.
It’s the ‘something different’
you’ve been waiting for.
“We found you to be both insightful and entertaining.
Your individual style and sense of theatre captured the audience
for a full two hours which clearly shows great value.” Arnotts

Team-Building, Fun, Informative
• A new concept for conferences and seminars.
• A traditional pub trivia quiz tailored to YOUR TEAMS,
in YOUR INDUSTRY.
• High involvement and interaction to bond your delegates.
• Builds teamwork and fun memories. We take photos too!
• A multimedia experience where YOUR people are the star of the show.
• Interactive challenges, show and tell, mystery sounds, guess the industry face.
• Can be tailored to reinforce important company
initiatives, strategies,messages.
• Includes great prizes!

Contact Yvonne on 1300 734 904
or email yvonne@getmega.com
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HE 3651 180x120 Ad
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Page 1

Only Honda can deliver 4 your future.
For your nearest Honda Power Equipment Dealer
call 1300 1 HONDA or log on to honda.com.au

Starts first time every time year after year
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